
ANTH 42!

Lect 9: Callitrichids, Cebids 

and others (and some 

geometry)  !

Maddalena Bearzi will be giving a talk titled, “Beautiful 

Minds: The Parallel Lives of Great Apes and Dolphins,” on 

Wednesday, in Hubbs Hall (SIO) 4500 from 12:15-1:15PM 

(Hubbs is just below SIO library).!

Related note: If nobody shows up for my OH before 11:20, 

I leaving early…!

Quiz clock!

Minutes remaining:!

5! 4! 3! 2!

ONE!

30 sec …!

Callitrichid 

mating systems...!

Cooperative polyandry.!

Why so rare, and why do callitrichids do it?!

Book presents it as 

new and surprising.!

Why was it so late in 

being recognized?!

“Until fairly recently, callitrichines were 

regarded as living in either monogamous 

or extended family units.”  [Falk, p. 125]!

2 pairs twins/year: 

highest among 

anthropoids.!

Why do unrelated 

(to each other) 

males help?!

Unrelated females?!

Lion tamarins!



The Atlantic 

Forest, Brazil! New World 

monkeys 

[NWMs]!

Ceboidea I!

   Aotinae!

   Callicebinae!

   Cebinae!

   Pitheciinae!

Proving a point, note 

grouping differs from Falk…!

NWM 

monkeys!

Today: 3 groups!

Cebine generalists 

(Saimiri, Cebus)!

Pitheciine seed predators 

(Pithecia, Cacajao, 

Chiropotes)!

The other ones (Aotus, 

Callicebus)!
BBC Life of Mammals: 

Life in the Trees!

NWM are all about arboreal.  What does that entail?  Some issues 

about living in trees.  You’ve heard lots about importance of 

grasping hands in trees; how do you account for the sun bear?!



White-throated capuchins 

(Cebus capucinus)!

BBC Life of Mammals: 

Social Climbers!

Illustrates advantages of large brain to a generalist primate.!

Remember the stoned lemur?  Is this 

similar?  Think about proximate and 

ultimate explanations…!
BBC Life of Mammals: 

Social Climbers!

White-throated capuchins 

(Cebus capucinus)!

Clear up brain story…!

Cebus brains!

Two issues (maybe):!

Size!

Morphology!

Cebus brains!

Bigger bodies tend to 

have bigger brains!

You’d think brain/body weight 

ratio would factor that out, but …!



Allometry (Allo - metry)!

Can see 

isometric line 

(y=mx + b) 

doesn’t fit!

2nd order (y=mx + zx2 + b) good, 

but messy.  x2 not iso-metric.!

Converting to 

log-log gets back 

to y=mx + b form!

Different forms of regression: 

minimize m-p; minimize area 

of ypx…  just FYI!

Form of relationship; 

applied here to relative 

brain size!

Residual = 

“encephalization”!

Cebus!

Cebus 

brains!

Sulcus 

(sulci)!

Gyrus 

(gyri)!

That was size; 

shape??!

Q: Are big brains 

just larger brains?!

To answer, need some 

basic geometry...!

For shape, need to look 

at size again…!

Volumes and surface 

areas for a series of 

spheres!

Slope = 1!



Messy to 

interpret...!

Slope = 1!

Slope = 1!

LnSurf = 1.58 + 0.67 LnVol!

y = mX + b!

Messy to 

interpret...!

Slope = 1!

Slope = 1!

LnSurf = 1.58 + 0.67 LnVol!

y = mX + b!

The slope is 0.67 (2/3)!

This has various implications 

ignored for now.!

Simplest is just that  2/3 < 1!

Volume of a sphere increases 

faster than surface area.!

Cortex - 

main 

processing!

Gyri and size!

Back to original question.!

Saimiri!

Callithrix!

More surface, need fold.!

Cebus has relatively 

large brain, is clearly 

very smart.!

Allometry suggests that 

in order to pack more 

processing in without 

HUGE brain, need 

more folds.!

Does not make clear 

why folds converge on 

OWM pattern though.  

Fun!!



Saimiri!

S. oerstedii in Central 

America,!

others S. America!

“Fatting” - S. oerstedii and S. boliviensis males gain to 22% body 

weight; mainly water.  Related to testosterone, & biggest wins.!

“gothic” “eyebrows”! Saimiri: socioecology 

in a nutshell.!

S. o. female disperse; S. b. 

do not (and collectively 

dominate males).!

S. o. - dispersed fruit, no 

group defense of patchy 

resources!

S. b. - large fruit trees, 

defended, natal females!

“Roman” 

rounded 

“eyebrows”!

S. boliviensis!

Titi monkeys (Callicebus)!

" 13 species, some with 

overlapping ranges.  

Monogamous, cryptic.!

What’s with the tails?!


